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Maharaja Spa Massage Table in solid wood

frame structure and wood veneer sliding

shutters on both sides of the table. 

Electrically

operated table with 4 motors for electric 

height,

electric backrest and leg rest adjustments. All

electrical are from DENMARK.  Water based

Italian Coating done on this spa massage

table. 6” Foam padding with soft fabric

upholstery and rounded corner massage top.

1 hand control, 1 face rest, 1 headrest. 800

lb distributed load lifting capacity / 220 V AC

operation. The height adjustment motors are

6000N power and the backrest and legrest

motors are 4000N power. Very smooth &

silent operation. 

Model No : JESP-101

Size : L 182 x W 73 x H 71-88 cm
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Mudra Electric Spa Massage Table in solid wood

frame structure and natural wood veneers'

drawers and cabinet doors on either side of

the table. Electrically operated table with 4

motors for electric height, electric backrest

and leg rest adjustments. There is a pneumatic

adjustment of armrests which is very useful

when the client is lying face down on the

table . You can store small hot cabinet inside

this massage table and there is an electrical

socket inside the table to connect the towel

warmer. 6” Foam padding with soft fabric

upholstery and rounded corner massage top.

1 hand control, 1 face rest, 1 headrest. 800

lb distributed load lifting capacity / 220 V AC

operation. The height adjustment motors are

6000N power and the backrest and leg rest

motors are 4000N power. Very smooth &

silent operation

Model No : JESP-102

Size : L 193 x W 78 X H 68.5 cm (Adjustable)
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Manak Electric Spa Massage Table is fitted

with 4 motors – 2 Lifting Columns for 

stable & amp; synchronous height 

adjustment, 1 motor for legrest adjustment 

and 1 motor for backrest adjustment. 

Manak is multi purpose spa treatment 

table on which you can perform various 

spa massage treatments. Manak Electric 

Spa Massage Table is aesthetically crafted 

from natural wood veneer structure that is 

supported by a strong metal frame from 

inside. The foam used is 40 Density 

molded PU foam cushion for rich massage 

experience and upholstered with high 

grade leatherette.

Model No : JESP-103

Size : L 208 x W 78 x H 66 cm (Adjustable)
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ISA Electric Spa Massage Table is 

fitted with

dual synchronous lifting columns for 

stability and ease of operation while 

raising its height.

The minimum height of this spa bed is 

28” and can be further increased up to 

14 inches in addition to 28”. The 

backrest & amp; legrest are manually 

adjustable through a German 

mechanism. This table is supplied with 

a detachable / adjustable face cradle, 

40 density foam cushioning and high-

grade leatherette.

Model No : JESP-104

Size :L 190 x W 81 x H 71 cm
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Raman Electric Spa Massage Table is 

fitted with single motor for 

synchronous backrest and leg rest 

incline feature. There is pneumatic 

adjustment of armrests which is very 

useful when the client is lying face 

down on the table during massage 

treatment. The low height makes it 

suitable for facial treatments also.

There is plenty of storage space 

underneath.

Model No : JESP-105

Size : L 193 X W 80 H X 64 cm
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Ika Electric Beauty Treatment 

Table comes with electric height 

adjustment and detachable 

external face cradle. Suitable for 

facials and other face 

treatments, this table can be 

ordered in multiple upholstery 

options.

Model No : JESP-106

Size : L 198 X W 78 X H 71 Cm 

(Adjustable)
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Ayurveda  Dhroni Massage Table is traditional

design used to perform the ancient ayurvedic

treatment of shirodhara. Proper size and

slopes are maintained while hand carving this

table to allow the treatment oils flow down

from the table. Handcrafted and hand carved

to perfection by Indian carpenters from 70

mm thick wood. The table is decorated with

brass ornamentation on the handles and

carving work on both the sides and all the four

legs. The top portion is detachable and can

be kept on the floor for treatments. Additional

accessories that can be separately ordered

with table includes a shirodhara stand and a

wooden step to easily get on to the table.

Model No : JESP-107

Size : L 272 X W 82 x H 77 cm
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Shirodhara Massage Bed is multi purpose

treatment bed suitable for both oil & amp; dry

massages. The top mattress is detachable and

can be removed from the bed and kept on

the floor for dry floor massages or stretching

exercises. Crafted from solid teakwood this

massage table is supplied with lot accessories

that are used in massage therapies. The

accessories include a wooden step to get on/

off the bed for old and overweight clients, two

bolsters, two brass bowls for oil pouring and

oil collection purpose, a detachable wooden

drawer, detachable wooden tray, a cushioned

wooden headrest and wooden part to incline

the backrest. This massage bed has manually

adjustable height and the height can be

adjusted. Rounded corner top cushion for

easy movement during massage therapy.

Model No : JESP-108

Size : L 187 x W 83 x H 71 cm
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Multi purpose Ayurveda Treatment 

table is used for both oil & dry 

massages. The top mattress is 

removable and can be used for floor 

massages. There are two headrest

supplied with this table - one for 

normal dry massages and the other 

one for shirodhara treatment. We 

use oil & water proof plywood on 

this table.

Model No : JESP-109

Size : L 190 x W 91 x H 71 cm
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Bliss Hardwood is solid teakwood spa 

massage table. The elegance of this sturdy 

wooden massage table lies in its simplicity. 

Straight line design, natural wood finish 

without any stain and thick 4ʺ molded PU 

cushion has been used on this massage 

table. The height of this massage table is 

manually adjustable. The top cushion is 

75mm 40 density premium grade foam 

upholstered with high quality leatherette 

that is durable and easy to clean. The 

backrest can be inclined at different 

positions and the reclining mechanism is 

made from corrosion resistant stainless steel 

and nylon plastic . A detachable solid wood 

headrest is supplied with this massage table.

Model No : JESP-110

Size : L 205 x W 83 x H 76 cm (adjustable )
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Kaya Massage Bed is a premium quality

professional spa bed with lot of storage 

space underneath. The wooden section for 

legs is 4.25” thick solid wood. There are 

sliding shutters on both sides of the bed so 

that the storage can be accessed from either 

side while doing massage. Unlike openable 

doors, the shutters do not need any opening 

space and is more convenient to use. The 

top cushion is 75mm 40 density premium 

grade foam upholstered with soft touch 

leatherette that is stretchable and easy to 

clean. The backrest can be inclined at 

different positions and the reclining 

mechanism is made from corrosion resistant 

stainless steel and nylon. There is a face 

hole cutting in the backrest.

Model No : JESP-111

Size : L 198 x W 83 x H 71 cm
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Maya Massage Bed is a premium quality

professional spa bed with lot of storage 

space underneath. The wooden section for 

legs is 4.25” thick solid wood. There are 

doors on both sides of the bed so that the 

storage can be accessed from either side 

while doing massage. The doors are fitted 

with soft close hydraulic hinges. The top 

cushion is 75mm 40 density premium grade 

foam upholstered with soft touch leatherette 

that is stretchable and easy to clean. The 

backrest can be inclined at different 

positions and the reclining mechanism is 

made from corrosion resistant stainless steel 

and nylon. There is a face hole cutting in the 

backrest and this table.

Model No : JESP-112

Size : L 187 x W 83 x H 71 cm
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Angad Massage Bed is a professional spa bed 

similar to Mangal but with to main 

differences it has same 4.25” thick wooden 

sections and has storage drawer underneath. 

This is a Solid wood, durable and strong 

table meant for day spas and resort spas. 

The top cushion is 40 Density / 75 mm foam 

upholstered with soft pvc leatherette that is 

comfortable and easy to clean. The backrest 

can be inclined during facial  treatments and 

the reclining mechanism is made from 

stainless steel and nylon. Both nylon and 

stainless steel are corrosion resistant 

material. There are wooden struts at the 

bottom for storing spa related equipments & 

accessories. There is face hole cutting in the 

top section with face hole plug.

Model No : JESP-113

Size : L 198 x W 83 x H 71cm
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Uday Massage Bed is a professional facial cum 

massage table with ample storage facility 

underneath. There are sliding shutters that 

can be operated from either side of the bed 

during treatment and give you full storage 

space to store your towels, creams and oils for 

massage therapies. Solid wood design, 

waterproof shutters, comfortable and elegant 

looking massage table for professional use in 

salons and spas. The top cushion is 40 Density 

/ 75 mm foam upholstered with soft pvc 

leatherette that is comfortable and easy to 

clean. The backrest can be inclined during 

facial treatments and the reclining mechanism 

is made from stainless steel and nylon. Both 

nylon and stainless steel are corrosion 

resistant material. There is face hole cutting in 

the top section with face hole plug.

Model No : JESP-114

Size : L 190 x W 71 x H 71 cm
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Mangal Massage Bed is a professional facial

cum massage bed for salons & spas. This is

Versatile massage table that is solid wood,

durable and extremely neat looking table

for professional use in salons and spas. The

top cushion is 40 Density / 75 mm foam

upholstered with soft pvc leatherette that is

comfortable and easy to clean. The backrest

can be inclined during facial treatments and

the reclining mechanism is made from 

stainless steel and nylon. Both nylon and 

stainless steel are corrosion resistant 

material. There are wooden struts at the 

bottom for storing spa related equipments & 

accessories. There is face hole cutting in the 

top section with face hole plug.

Model No : JESP-115

Size : L 190 x W 71 X 71 cm
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Arindam Massage Bed can be used for massage and it 

is also widely used in beauty salons as facial treatment 

bed or beauty couch that has lot of covered storage 

underneath to store day to day cosmetics, towels and 

other beauty equipments. There are sliding shutters 

that can be operated from either side of the bed during 

treatment and give you full storage space to store your 

towels, creams and oils for massage therapies. The 

main frame structure of this bed is crafted from solid 

beech wood. Compact in size yet comfortable and 

elegant looking massage table for professional use

in salons and spas. The top cushion is 40 Density / 75 

mm foam upholstered with soft pvc leatherette that is 

comfortable and easy to clean. The backrest can be 

inclined during facial   treatments and the reclining 

mechanism is made from stainless steel and nylon.

Both nylon and stainless steel are corrosion

resistant material. This massage table is supplied with 

external face cradle that can be adjusted at different 

positions as per client’s comfort. Arindam massage 

tables comes with detachable armrests.

Model No : JESP-116

Size : L 182 x W 76 x H 61 cm
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Tripti Massage Bed can be used for massage and 

it is also widely used in beauty salons as facial 

treatment bed or beauty couch that has lot of 

open space underneath to store day to day 

cosmetics, towels and other beauty equipments. 

The stored articles can be covered by a drape 

cover. The main frame structure of this bed is 

craft ed from solid beech wood. Compact in size 

yet comfortable and elegant looking massage table 

for professional use in salons and spas. The top 

cushion is 40 Density / 75 mm foam upholstered 

with soft pvc leatherette that is comfortable and 

easy to clean. The backrest can be inclined during

facial treatments and the reclining mechanism

is made from stainless steel and nylon. Both nylon 

and stainless steel are corrosion resistant 

material. This massage table is supplied with 

external face cradle that can be adjusted at 

different positions as per client’s comfort. Tripti 

massage table comes with detachable

armrests.

Model No : JESP-117

Size : L 182 x W 76 x H 66 cm
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Thai Massage Bed is solid wood 

platform made from kiln dried 

teakwood. Two foldable mattress, 

when opened, are 190 x 182 x 10

cm in size. Folded mattress size is 

190 x 91 x 20 cm. The special 

harder compression mattress are 

manufactured to suit the Thai Style 

of stretching massages. The 

mattresses are covered with soft 

PVC leatherette that is easy to 

clean. 

Model No : JESP-118

Size : L 218 x W 213 x H 20 cm
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Kadambari Spa Massage Bed is unique

in design and can be used for different 

spa massage therapies. It has solid 

wood construction with adjustable 

backrest and legrest. You can use it as 

lounger, regular massage therapy bed 

or for foot reflexology treatments. 

There is a face hole cutting with face 

hole plug, rounded corner design, 40 

density high grade foam cushion 

upholstered with good quality 

leatherette.

Model No : JESP-119

Size : L 205 x W 81 x H 76 cm
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Sparsh Pre Natal Massage Table is designed for

pre natal massages given to expectant 

mothers. It is comfortably wide (30” wide ), 

multi layer foam cushioning that is a 

combination of 65 mm visco elastic memory 

foam and 35 mm of normal 40 density foam, 

very high quality soft micro fiber PU 

leatherette is used in this table, memory foam 

face cradle that is detachable & adjustable. 

Contoured headrest to adjust to client’s face 

and special cut outs are provided in this table 

with plugs to convert it into a flat table. Crafted 

from imported German Steam Beech wood in 

its natural finish. Dual knobs on each leg 

provide added safety and strength to this table. 

We recommend this tables for hospitals that 

provide pre natal massages to the expectant 

mothers.

Model No : JESP-120

Size : L 185 X W 76 X H 64 cm (Adjustable)
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Akriti Portable Massage Table is designed for 

easy setup, rounded corner design helps in easy 

movement around the table during massage. 

Crafted from imported German Steam Beech 

wood in its natural finish. This table comes with 

a detachable & amp; adjustable face cradle 

made from 65 mm memory foam and supported 

by a contoured headrest to adjust to client’s face 

and give comfortable massage experience. Dual 

knobs on each leg provide added safety and 

strength to this table. Soft Semi PU leatherette

upholstery is used for comfort and durability. 

Solid rubber wood panels on both sides of this 

table make it suitable and strong table for deep 

tissue massage and various other massage 

treatments. Deluxe Carrying Case is supplied 

free with this table. We use 40 density foam 

cushion in this table.

Model No : JESP-121

Size : L 182 x W 71 x H 55 cm ( Adjustable )
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Soumaya Portable Massage Table is a versatile 

massage table that can be used for Reiki,

Massage &amp; Healing Therapies. One table

but multiple usage but strongly recommended

for Reiki. Built in Reiki panels at both the ends 

allow the practitioner to put both knees under the 

table and do seated work. Rounded corner design 

helps in easy movement around the table during 

massage. Crafted from imported German Steam 

Beech wood in its natural finish. This table comes

with a detachable &amp; adjustable face cradle 

made from 65 mm memory foam and supported by 

a contoured headrest to adjust to client’s face and 

give comfortable massage experience. Dual knobs 

on each leg provide added safety and strength to 

this table. Soft Semi PU leatherette upholstery is 

used for comfort and durability. Free accessories

provided with this table include cushioned 

armrests and deluxe carrying case.

Model No : JESP-122

Size : L 182 x W 76 x H 55 cm ( Adjustable )
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Delux Akriti Massage Table is designed for luxurious 

massage experience. It is 30” wide, wider than normal 

Akriti Massage Table, multi layer foam cushioning 

that is combination of 65 mm visco elastic memory 

foam and 10 mm of soft 40 density top layer, high 

quality soft semi PU leatherette, memory foam face 

cradle that is detachable &amp; adjustable. 

Contoured headrest to adjust to client’s face and give 

comfortable massage experience. Standard rounded 

corner design helps in easy movement around the 

table during massage.

Crafted from imported German Steam Beech wood in 

its natural finish. Dual knobs on each leg provide 

added safety and strength to this table. Soft Semi PU 

leatherette upholstery is used for comfort and 

durability. Solid rubber wood panels on both sides of 

this table make it suitable and strong table for deep

tissue massage and various other massage 

treatments. Delux Carrying Case is supplied free with 

this table.

Model No : JESP-123

Size : L 182 x W 76 x H 55 cm (Adjustable )
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Aluminum Portable Massage Table has anodized 

aluminum frame structure to make it lightweight 

easy to carry and specially recommended for 

mobile practitioners or mobile spas. To make it 

lightweight and a table always on the go, we have 

used 50 mm/40 density foam cushion on this 

table. Professional rounded corner design for easy

movement around the table, detachable & 

adjustable face cradle made from 65 mm memory 

foam and supported by a contoured headrest to 

adjust to client’s face and give comfortable 

massage experience are standard features of all 

our massage tables. Spring loaded height 

adjustment mechanism is quick & easy to operate 

and lets you adjust your table height in seconds. 

Aluminum supports at both ends of the table 

provide stability and add to aesthetics of this 

massage table. Carrying case is supplied free with 

this table.

Model No : JESP-124

Size : L 182 x W 71 x H 55 cm ( adjustable )
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Asmit Tilt Massage Table is a versatile massage

table that gives you the flexibility to adjust the

backrest of your table, comes with a face hole

cutting and face hole plug. Rounded corner design

helps in easy movement around the table during

massage. Crafted from imported German Steam Beech 

wood in its natural finish. This table comes

with a detachable &amp; adjustable face cradle

made from 65 mm memory foam and supported by a 

contoured headrest to adjust to client’s face and give 

comfortable massage experience. Dual knobs on each 

leg provide added safety and strength to this table. 

Solid rubber wood panels on both sides of this table 

make it suitable for deep tissue massage and 

physiotherapy exercises. Best suited for bodyworks, 

chiropractic treatments and physiotherapy. If you are 

looking for a massage table that gives high level of 

comfort to your clients, is good on stability then Asmit 

is the right massage table. Soft Semi PU leatherette

upholstery is used for comfort and durability. We

use 40 density foam cushion in this table.

Model No : JESP-125

Size : L 182 x W 71 x H 55 cm ( adjustable )
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Neck & Back Massage Chair Crafted from

imported German Steam Beech wood in

its natural finish. This table comes with a

detachable & adjustable face cradle made

from 65 mm memory foam and supported 

by a contoured headrest to adjust to 

client’s face and give comfortable massage 

experience. The seat can be adjusted on 

various positions to make it comfortable 

for people of various heights. Soft Semi 

PU leatherette upholstery is used for 

comfort and durability. We use visco 

elastic memory foam in the chest pad and 

40 density foam cushion in the seat and 

legrest areas.

Model No : JESP-126

Size : L 96 x W 61 x H 123 cm)
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Anandi Foot Reflexology Chair is a set of three 

pieces, handcrafted solid wood chair and two 

stools. The chair has been functionally 

designed for foot reflexology and manicure. 

The seating position is relaxed &amp; laid 

back , suitable for foot massage and wide 

armrests on either side are suitable for 

manicure. The smaller wooden stool is for the 

therapist and the bigger one is for the client 

to put his feet. The leatherette and wood stain 

color can be customized as per your 

requirements.

Model No : JESP-127

Size : Anandi Chair : L 132 x W 73 x H 99 cm

Stool 1 : L 60 x W 50 x H 50 cm

Stool 2 :L 60 x W 50 x H 38 cm
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Nakul Foot Reflexology Sofa is plush design, 

extremely comfortable sofa for foot massages.

Manufactured in two variants – Electrically

Controlled Backrest or Fixed Backrest. Lot

of effort has been done to create a very

comfortable seat for this sofa. Extra padding

on armrests, backrest, head & shoulder area

gives a truly rich and comfortable experience

to the client even while sitting or at different

reclined positions. It is supplied with two

ottoman and can be customized in different

leatherette options as per your salon or spa

interiors.

Model No : JESP-128

Size :  Sofa - L 104 x W 86 x H 114 cm

Ottoman - L 55 x W 45 x H 40 cm

Ottoman - L 40 x W 40 X H 27 cm
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Kumud Foot Reflexology Sofa (Electrically 

operated ) comes with electrically 

controlled backrest. The backrest can be 

inclined at different positions comfortable 

to your client as per his/her age and 

physique. 

Wooden armrests and wooden legs at the 

bottom give it a unique design. The seat 

cushion is detachable there is no use of 

polyfil in this sofa to give it straight line 

design required by lot of spas .

Model No : JESP-129

Size :  Sofa - L 73 x W 73 x H 93 cm

Ottoman - L 50 x W 60 x H 53 cm

Ottoman - L 50 x W 60 x H 43 cm
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Electric relaxation chair is designed to 

position your body to make you feel 

weightless, Stress free, and energized. This 

works by elevating your feet to be at the 

same level as your heart. When you 

achieve this position, you minimize the toll 

that gravity takes on your body every day.

Electric relaxation chairs help you off set

these effects and actually feel what it ’like 

to be stress-free. In addition, all positions 

are securely held with a remote control as 

you can electrically control all the 

movement. This way, you can feel fully 

supported when you find your favorite 

position.

Model No : JESP-130

Size : L 104 X W 80 X H 113 cm
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Mandakini Spa Lounger is for 

indoor use. Ergonomically designed 

to give very comfortable lying 

posture to your guests so that they 

can relax for hours without any 

discomfort. 

Crafted from solid teakwood, we 

highly recommend this product in 

the relaxation areas.

Model No : JESP-131

Size : L 200 x W 78 x H 99 cm
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Somil Spa Relaxation Lounger is our

electrically adjustable spa relaxation 

lounger. The client using this lounger 

can select the most comfortable 

position through handheld control. 

The cushion used in the lounger is 

multi layer combination of different 

foam densities. The side shelf is 

retractable and fitted with pneumatic 

cylinder. Various wood stain and 

leatherette options can be offered

for this product.

Model No : JESP-132

Size : L 195 X W 79 X H 56 cm
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Rati Spa Lounger is crafted from 

boiling waterproof birch plywood 

imported from Russia. 4 piece 

adjustable top with 75mm molded PU 

Foam and premium soft leatherette 

upholstery. 

Manual adjustment of torso, knee and 

upper body sections. Open and 

enclosed storage space underneath 

and the drawer fittings are from 

Hettich Germany.

Variety of leatherette colour & wood 

colour options available on request.

Model No : JESP-133

Size : L 195 x W 86 x H 55 cm
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This Lounger has specially been 

designed for outdoor use. 

Beautiful and functional at once,

to give you extreme comfort 

along with superior finish. We 

use exterior grade special

waterproof coatings and 

waterproof fabric to give you 

maximum durability and a sense 

of luxury and elegance.

Model No : JESP-134

Size : L 205 X W 84 X H 51 cm
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Poolside lounger is made from 

kiln dried teak wood and coated 

with exterior grade special 

coating so that it protects the 

wood from constant exposure to 

sun, rain and other weather 

conditions.

Solid wood construction, simple 

yet elegant design for outdoor 

use near swimming pool area.

Model No : JESP-135

Size : L 200 x W 78 x H 40 cm
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Damini Nail Art & Manicure table is 

truly a professional nail art station for 

salons, nail spas and nail art studios. 

Simple & elegant straight line design, 

finished in white matt coating that is 

thinner / acetone resistant so that 

you can keep it stain free and clean 

during nail art . It comes with two 

glass shelves to showcase and store 

nail paints and gels, movable drawer

cabinet for extra storage capacity and 

electrical connect a UV / LED nail 

lamp or connect any electrical device.

Model No : JESP-136

Size : L 119 X W 54 X H 78 cm
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Akasa is our latest for Manicure/Nail 

Table category. Compact in size, 

functional in design and elegant in 

looks are the main features of this 

Nail Table.

It comes fitted with cushioned 

armrest for the client and display 

shelves to showcase nail paints 

during treatment. There are three 

drawers and one openable storage 

space in this nail table.

Model No : JESP-137

Size : L 90 x W 40 x H 77 & 108 cm  

with display shelves
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Nalini nail table is compact size 

professional nail art table for 

manicure and nail art treatments.

Ergonomically designed for both client 

and the therapist. It is coated with 

special white paint that this 

acetone/thinner resistant and

helps you keep your table clean and 

stain free during and after the nail art 

procedure. It comes with a glass top 

to display nail paints in the sliding 

drawer cabinet, a small waste bin

and electrical points to connect a UV 

/LED nail lamp and other electrical 

devices.

Model No : JESP-138

Size : L 106 x W 50 x H 76 cm
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Preeti Nail/Manicure Table is 

compact size professional nail art 

table for manicure and nail art 

treatments. It is coated with special 

white paint that this 

acetone/thinner resistant and 

helps you keep your table clean 

and stain free during and after the 

nail art procedure. 

Storage cabinet for storing 

cosmetics and Accessories.

Model No : JESP-139

Size : L 104 x W 47 X H 76 cm
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Pedicure Foot spa ESSR368 with Massage

Chair has a strong automatic & manual 

massage function for relaxing the body. 

This pedicure foot spa is fully electrically 

controlled to ease operations. The massage 

chair gives strong combination of 

kneading, Tapping, Rolling & Vibration 

massage where armrest can be opened up 

& down for doing manicure at the same 

time of doing pedicure. The pedicure tub is 

made up from high quality acrylic and 

fitted with 6 jets to give powerful water 

massage which is controlled with provision 

for hot & cold water control. Massage chair 

is fitted with adjustable reclining that can 

be move forward & backwards to suit the 

height.

Model No : JESP-140

Size : L 170 x W 76 x H 147 cm
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No plumbing required in this latest 

pedicure manicure sofa . Sofa with

foldable armrests for manicure 

treatment, the backrest can be 

reclined for foot massage, 

retractable bottom drawer ( fitted 

with copper or brass sink ) for 

pedicure treatment. 

Inclined footrest is ergonomically 

designed for client’s comfort.

Model No : JESP-141

Size : L 148 cm x W 82 cm x H 101

cm
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Roberto sofa has been specially designed

for your pedicure & manicure areas. 

Crafted from 40 density foam and premium 

quality leatherette that is easy to clean. The 

two armrests of this sofa can hold manicure 

bowls for soaking hands during manicure 

procedure. The bowls can be detached and 

then fitted back into the armrest. It comes 

with a manually adjustable backrest and 

you can recline or incline the backrest at 

different positions as per your client’s 

comfort. Another important feature of this 

manicure & pedicure sofa is the sliding 

armrest design which makes it very easy for 

the client to sit and get off from this chair 

for and after the pedicure treatment.

Model No : JESP-142

Size :   L 68 X W 104 X H 99 cm
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Roberto Compact Pedicure Spa is an ideal choice 

for salons and spas who have space crunch. This 

compact pedicure spa is stylish design and loaded 

with features of a professional pedicure spa. It 

works on pipe less technology to an impressive 

hydro massage with a very low noise, seven color 

changing lamp fitted inside the tub to give soothing 

color therapy effect during a pedicure treatment. 

AIR SWITCH butt on to start &amp; stop, AIR 

REGULATOR knob to adjust the intensity of 

massage. Hot &amp; Cold mixture to get desired 

water temperature through its handheld shower! 

Pop up drain to flush out used water. Operates on 

12V DC adapter to make the running cost very low. 

All the plumbing &amp; electrical connections are 

hidden underneath the tub. There is a provision 

underneath to directly connect a hot &amp; cold-

water supply to this pedicure spa.

Model No : JESP-143

Size : L 61 x W 52 x H 35 cm
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Pedicurist Stool in fibre glass 

has been designed for wet area 

and is used with Pedicure Spa 

for the therapist doing spa 

pedicure procedure in Pedicure 

Spa. The white fibre glass body 

matches with Pedicure Spa body 

and is water resistant. It comes 

fitted with castor wheels at the 

bottom for easy movement in the 

salon or spa area.

Model No : JESP-144

Size : L 43 x W 38 x H 48 cm



54

The wooden pedicurist stool has been 

made from boiling waterproof plywood 

to make it safe for the wet area. Fitted 

with castor wheels for easy mobility in 

the spa or salon, small drawer cabinet 

to store pedicure tools and 

accessories, comfortable seating for 

the therapist and foot pedestal for the

client are some important features of 

this pedicurist stool that is very 

common piece of furniture for any 

salon or spa for their pedicure area.

Model No : JESP-145

Size : L 68 x W 30 x H 50 cm
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Dhanur Spa Trolley has unique 

arc design. Extremely strong spa 

trolley to transport spa essentials 

from one place to another. 

It comes fitted with special 3” 

large wheels that are load bearing 

and give noiseless movement. 

There is three level of storage in 

this trolley and is handcrafted 

from solid wood.

Model No : JESP-146

Size : L 68 x W 46 x H 94 cm



60

Naino wooden spa trolley has been

handcrafted from solid wood. The arc 

shape design looks elegant and it 

comes with three shelves for storing 

your spa essentials. The top section 

has a wooden box designed to hold 

essential oil bottles. This trolley is 

fitted with easy moving noiseless 

castor wheels. The three shelves are 

placed on top of each other in such a 

way that storing of articles becomes

extremely convenient and the stored 

goods are easily visible too.

Model No : JESP-147

Size : L 71 x W 40 x H 81 cm
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Tarang Wooden Spa Trolley is the 

most common & popular spa 

trolley. Due to its compact size and 

three levels of storage makes it best 

choice for any spa that has limited 

space for their spa area. It is made 

with hardwood and decorative 

veneer. Strong in design, it comes 

fitted with castor wheels for easy 

mobility.

Model No : JESP-148

Size : L 60 x W 40 x H 81 cm
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Neel Wooden Spa Trolley is 

handcrafted from solid wood and the 

tray section is made from solid wood 

and veneer. 

Like Tarang Wooden Spa trolley it is 

compact in size but the side arc 

supports and a handle in between 

the side frame makes it easy to man 

oeuvre in the spa. The castor wheels 

are noiseless and there is three 

levels of storage in this trolley.

Model No : JESP-149

Size : L 61 x W 40 x H 91 cm
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Himadri Wooden Spa 

Trolley - 3 Tier curved 

shape trolley for spa. 

Fitted with light weight 

caster wheels for easy 

movement in the spa area.

Model No : JESP-150

Size : L 81 x W 46 x H 86 

cm
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Daksh Foldable Wooden Spa 

Trolley is foldable wooden spa 

trolley. The top tray of the trolley is 

detachable and the bottom part 

can be folded and kept aside after 

use. 

This trolley can be stored anywhere 

in the spa to save space and during 

use you can easily unfold and 

make it ready for use. The rounded 

edge design adds value to its 

beauty.

Model No : JESP-151

Size : L 48 x W 63 x H 91 cm
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Keerti is a foldable spa trolley like 

Daksh. It has a more contemporary 

design that is widely used in the 

hotels. Easy to assemble and 

dismantle it is quiet handy in the spas

where there is shortage of space.

The top tray is removable and the 

bottom legs are foldable. Despite 

being foldable design, it is strong and 

elegant spa trolley handcrafted from 

solid wood.

Model No : JESP-152

Size : L 63 x W 51 x H 84 cm
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Daisy Spa Trolley is widely used in 

salons and medi spas. Daisy Spa 

Trolley is multi purpose & modern spa 

trolley . This trolley has provision

to store goods on the top shelf, one 

pull out tray and two storage drawers. 

There is a in between open space to 

store your towels or towel sterilization 

cabinet. Daisy is widely used in salons 

and medi spas.

Model No : JESP-153

Size : L 51 x W 43 x H 93 cm
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Mukul spa trolley is the most 

simplest form of a three tier trolley 

in a day spa. Made from solid wood 

frame structure, you can place lot of 

spa cosmetics and accessories on it. 

It comes fitted with good quality 

castor wheels to transport spa 

essentials from one place to another 

without much noise. The bottom 

section has increased height to store 

big items like oil bottles and big 

containers.

Model No : JESP-154

Size : L 60 x W 40 x H 88 cm
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Mridula spa trolley has been 

manufactured with multiple 

storage options for a day spa. The 

top tray has been designed to store 

spa oils, creams and lotions. The 

open space beneath the top tray 

can hold face towels and then a 

decent size sliding drawer to store 

other spa essentials. The space at 

the bottom can be used to place an 

aroma oil burner.

Model No : JESP-155

Size : L 54 x W 43 x H 89 cm



69

Milli spa trolley is simple yet elegant 

in design. The top section of the 

trolley is covered from all three sides 

to prevent falling of articles placed on 

the top. There is a storage drawer

that can be supplied with a lock 

fitting. The bottom section is kept 

bigger in height to storage extra size 

spa essentials or towels. Milli is fitted 

with good quality castor wheels for 

easy and noiseless movement inside 

the spa. The frame structure of Milli is 

made from solid hardwood.

Model No : JESP-156

Size : L 36 x W 50 x H 91 cm
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Kanka spa trolley has been designed 

for modern day spa and medi spa. 

There has been fusion of solid wood 

& glass to create a spa trolley that 

can be used for spa cosmetics or to 

place aesthetic equipment’s on it. 

There are three shelves made from 

12mm toughened glass and the  

wooden frame is joined together with 

chrome plated metal rods. Kanka is

functional and good-looking spa 

trolley.

Model No : JESP-157

Size : L 36 x W 50 x H 91 cm
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Bilwa Wooden Trolley is designed to

accommodate a massage stone 

heater and towel sterilization 

cabinet. The top section of the trolley 

is divided into two parts and is fitted 

with four sliding mechanism so that 

top section can be slide opened 

while accessing the stone heater that 

is placed on the top. The bottom 

section is designed to access the 

towel sterilization cabinet placed 

under.

Model No : JESP-158

Size : L 76 x W 40 x H 86 cm
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Kumkum spa trolley has been 

manufactured with multiple storage 

options for a day spa. The top tray has 

been designed to store spa oils, 

creams and lotions. The open space

beneath the top tray can hold face 

towels and then a decent size sliding 

drawer to store other spa essentials. 

The space at the bottom can be used 

to place an aroma oil burner.

Manufactured with solid hardwood 

frame structure and decorative wood 

veneer.

Model No : JESP-159

Size : L 61 x W 40 x H 81 cm
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Surbhi Spa trolley is the only four 

shelves spa trolley that we 

manufacture. You can store lot

of cosmetics and spa essentials on 

this trolley. The frame structure is 

made from solid wood and hence it 

has lot of load bearing capacity.

The bottom section of the trolley has 

been kept bigger to store big articles 

and the top section has bigger depth 

to store essential oils and cosmetics.

Model No : JESP-160

Size : L 71 x W 40 x H 83 cm
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